Specialty Gas Mixtures

Specialty Gas Mixtures
CAC Gas oﬀers three ranges of specialty gas or liqueﬁed gas mixtures, depending on your requirements.
Mixtures mee�ng CAC’s high standard for quality will be classiﬁed into one of these three categories based
on how they are made, tested, analysed, or cer�ﬁed.
CAC GAS oﬀers gas mixtures up to 99.999% (grade 5) in a variety of cylinder sizes.

Accredited Producer
Mixtures having been produced or calibrated within the scope of an ISO17034 or ISO17025 accredited organisa�on.
Accredita�on proves the producer’s technical capability in measurement, and stated traceability to SI units, having been
thoroughly assessed by the relevant na�onal tes�ng authority. All CAC Gas Accredited mixtures will be made by a producer
whose accredita�on is recognised under the ILAC MRA, so they are accepted globally. These mixtures meet the
requirements of: ISO/IEC17025:2017 ; ISO Guide 30:2015 (Clause 2.1.1 or 2.1.2) ; AS2290:2018

Cer�ﬁed Method
Mixtures manufactured, analysed, or tested by speciﬁc, documented methods, and come with a cer�ﬁcate sta�ng the
method(s) used. Such methods may be required by industry, regulatory bodies, or internal/site standards. These methods
exist to promote similar product quality and proper�es for a single product type from various manufacturers, or to ensure a
minimum product quality. Methods may be na�onally or interna�onally recognized, such as those from ASTM, ISO, or US EPA.

Traceable Measurement
Mixtures are manufactured using traceable weights and measures. This means that no ma�er what method is used to
manufacture the mixture, the instrumenta�on (scales/balances, mass ﬂow controllers, pressure gauges, etc.) used in the
manufacturing process has undergone a traceable calibra�on. Traceability requires that the calibra�on of the instrumenta�on
be ISO17025 cer�ﬁed. Calibra�on cer�ﬁcates for rela�ve instruments are kept on ﬁle and referred to on the mixture
cer�ﬁcate if required. This shows an unbroken chain of measurements or calibra�ons all the way to the accepted interna�onal
primary reference materials.
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